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Summary 
 

Due mostly to the rapid adoption of EVs, lithium is seeing incredible growth in demand, which should reach 1.637 million tonnes 
in 2025. 
 
Fears of oversupply have been overblown, and demand will once again outweigh supply by the end of the year, which should be 
sustained throughout the foreseeable future. 
 
Fears of lithium carbonate becoming obsolete because of lithium hydroxide are overblown, and the metal will be able to see 
sustained demand due to factors such as cost and accessibility. 
 
I anticipate a turn of lithium’s price in the second half of this year with both carbonate and hydroxide prices reaching $12,000 per 
tonne by the end of the year. 
 
In 2025, I expect lithium carbonate to reach a price of $13,000 per tonne while hydroxide should be priced at around $16,500 per 
tonne. 
 
Lithium is a rare metal that is the backbone to almost all current batteries. Batteries have been around for decades, but electric 
vehicles ("EVs") are the most recent cause for the surge in demand for lithium ion batteries. This recent surge in demand has caused 
lithium miners to up their game and deliver higher amounts of lithium than they ever have before. While this initially caused 
lithium's price to skyrocket, because the supply failed to meet the new-found demand, the price was brought back down as 
production began to meet, and then exceed, the demand. This article will discuss the growth of available lithium, its demand 
through the foreseeable future, and what that means for its price. I will also discuss investment opportunities that can become 
available based off of lithium's future price. By the end of this article, even those that find this market to be completely foreign will 
have the know-how to make educated decisions in the world of lithium. 

 

Rapidly Growing Market 
 

The demand for lithium has skyrocketed in recent years, propelled by the rise of EVs. All across the world, cars are trading in their 
internal combustion engines ("ICE") for an electric motor and battery pack, but China is no doubt leading the charge. In 2018, 4% 
of China's car sales were EVs (author's calculations assuming 28 million total sales and 1.1 million EV sales), but this number is 
projected to skyrocket to 25% in 2025, as opposed to the previously expected 20%. For a market expected to reach 35 million 
vehicles by 2025, after reaching 30 million in 2020, this 25% of sales would create 8.75 million EV sales in China alone. But China's 
not alone. The United States, the second largest, single-country, market in the world, is projected to reach 17.7 million sales in 
2025, after 17.2 million sales in 2018. This is much slower growth, but it still represents a large market where 1.4 million EVs 
are expected to be sold in 2025. Recent legislative efforts are also working to increase this by extending EV incentives for buyers, 
though they've been unsuccessful thus far. In Europe, EV sales are projected to surpass US EV sales by 2025, with 6.3 million EVs 
sold in 2025, but blowing China out of the water in per-capita sales. 48.3% of Norway's vehicle sales in 2018 were EVs, the most of 
any country in the world, and the country expects to sell only EVs in 2025 and beyond. These 6.3 million EV sales will mark huge 
growth over the 195,000 sold in 2018. The sales are expected to be bolstered by dramatic growth in variety and availability of EVs 
across the continent. India will have 7.4 million vehicle sales by 2025, up from 4.4 million in 2018, and with the country continuing 
to incentivize EVs to reduce their terrible pollution problems, an urgent problem for the country and its government, a large 
number of those could be EVs in 2025. 
 
 
So, while each of these individual areas seeing EV growth is clearly a positive for the EV market, and lithium as a byproduct, how 
many EVs will actually be sold in 2025? Well, according to a report by Frost & Sullivan, covered by the Economic Times, we can 
expect 34 million EVs to be sold in 2025 across the world. The report also shows rapid growth to continue, with 121.2 million EVs 
sold in 2030 and 636.7 million sold in 2040. This growth also makes the multi-billion dollar investments of multiple car 
manufacturers, such as Volkswagen (OTCPK:VWAGY) and General Motors (GM), seem quite wise, and their vehicles should also 
further the adoption of EVs with variation and brand loyalty. 

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/LIT
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/03/china-annual-auto-sales-fall-for-first-time-in-about-two-decades.html
https://theconversation.com/the-electric-vehicle-revolution-will-come-from-china-not-the-us-116102
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-12-03/china-raises-2025-sales-target-for-electrified-cars-to-about-25
https://www.export.gov/article?id=China-Automotive-Components-Market
https://www.export.gov/article?id=China-Automotive-Components-Market
https://www.statista.com/statistics/605157/projected-car-sales-in-united-states/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/605157/projected-car-sales-in-united-states/
https://www.eei.org/resourcesandmedia/newsroom/Pages/Press%20Releases/EEI%20Celebrates%201%20Million%20Electric%20Vehicles%20on%20U-S-%20Roads.aspx
https://speier.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/rep-speier-introduces-bill-increase-us-auto-industry-s-share-global
https://www.statista.com/topics/3213/electric-mobility-in-europe/
https://www.statista.com/topics/3213/electric-mobility-in-europe/
https://www.statista.com/topics/3213/electric-mobility-in-europe/
https://insideevs.com/news/342615/electric-car-sales-up-47-in-europe-in-2018/
https://www.transportenvironment.org/publications/electric-surge-carmakers-electric-car-plans-across-europe-2019-2025
http://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/technology-driving-innovation/cars-2025/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/265958/vehicle-sales-in-india/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-48961525
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-48961525
https://ig.ft.com/india-pollution
https://auto.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/industry/electric-vehicle-sales-will-increase-to-34-million-in-2025-study/72288824
https://europe.autonews.com/automakers/vw-boosts-5-year-tech-spending-66-billion
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/VWAGY
https://www.google.com/amp/s/techcrunch.com/2019/12/05/gm-lg-chem-to-invest-2-3-billion-to-in-ev-battery-joint-venture/amp/
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/GM
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Pictured above is a Chevy Volt battery pack via Clean Technica 
 

Cars are leading the EV revolution, but there are other vehicles that have been touched by the electric revolution as well. 
When the term EV is used, it is almost always referring to a car, or light truck (it's how I've been using it throughout this 
article as well), but cars and light trucks aren't the only type of vehicles out there. Through my analysis of Tesla's 
(NASDAQ:TSLA) battery storage business, I discovered that, although making up the vast minority of production, less than 
1% of Tesla's total American vehicle output not including Cybertruck, Tesla's Semi will consume 46.7% of total battery 
production at Gigafactory 1. This highlights the importance of semi trucks for the lithium supply chain is quite large despite 
them making up such a small portion of EVs. The electrification of the semi-truck market would result in almost as much of 
a lithium demand spike as cars and light trucks, especially in China. Global medium to heavy truck sales are expected to grow 
by 33% from 2018 until 2025 (author's calculation using data from Global Market Insights). In 2017, there were 3,742,000 
medium or heavy trucks sold across the world's major markets, though including all markets may bring this figure above 4 
million units and growth into 2018 almost surely would. 33% growth from the approximated 4 million sales in 2018 would 
mean 5.33 million medium to large truck sales in 2025. Of this number, likely around 60% of these trucks will be electric, 
implying a sale of 3.198 million electric semi-truck sales in 2025. 
 
There are many other smaller vehicles, such as motorcycles, which will have a noticeable, albeit small, impact on lithium 
demand, so I will review them a bit more briefly. Growing with 10.35% CAGR, the electric motorcycle market should reach 
35.955 million in 2025 after seeing a market of 18.045 million in 2018. Buses are also beginning to make their transition to 
battery power with 39,000 sales worldwide last year (author's calculations using separate Bloomberg reports [1,2]). This is 
actually expected to slow to 20,300 sales in 2025 (author's calculations using a Bloomberg report) as China, by far the largest 
market, becomes saturated. 
 
Vehicles aren't the only source for battery, and lithium, demand. Companies such as Tesla are pioneering large-scale energy 
storage systems that are beginning to have increasingly high demand. In Australia, Tesla has proven that its utility battery 
projects are not only possible but incredibly cost effective. Peaker plants will likely become a thing of the past as these 
efficiencies make it incredibly unwise to keep them operating. However, peaker plants may not be the only things to go. 
Traditional coal or nuclear power plants could be replaced by battery storage systems connected to wind, solar, or even 
hydro power in due time. Home, or office, energy storage systems, which are often coupled with solar systems, 
are expected to reach an annual deployment of 10.6 GW in 2025. For utilities and their large-scale projects, they're going to 
need 6.6 GW of battery storage potential in 2025 to satisfy their project needs (author's calculations based off of 10.6 GW 
for grid-connected-storage and 17.2 GW total battery storage in 2025). Adding both of these battery storage needs, we find 
that we're going to need a total of 17.2 GW of battery storage in 2025. 
 
All of these vehicles and storage facilities would require 1.637 million tonnes of lithium by 2025 in order to be produced. 
When considering the mere 269,000 tonnes of lithium required in 2018, it becomes evident how incredible this growth really 
is. To calculate this, I used the average battery pack for each vehicle (cars or light trucks, medium to heavy 
trucks, motorcycles, and buses) and a conversion of 0.3359 kg of lithium required for every kWh battery storage (author's 
calculations using mass of battery per kWh, components of lithium-ion batteries, and battery composition by percent mass). 
For battery storage units, I used a conversion of kW into kWh, assuming six hour duration, to find the kWh value and convert 
that into lithium using the same conversion above. 

https://cleantechnica.com/2016/09/03/chevy-bolt-chevy-spark-ev-battery-packs-compare-one-another/
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4296644-tesla-battery-storage-growth-is-limited
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/TSLA
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4297407-tesla-riding-road-to-profitability?source=all_articles_title
https://www.statista.com/statistics/325580/estimated-global-truck-sales/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/04/01/1790370/0/en/Heavy-Duty-Truck-Market-value-to-hit-160bn-by-2025-Global-Market-Insights-Inc.html
https://www.statista.com/statistics/325580/estimated-global-truck-sales/
https://store.frost.com/executive-analysis-of-electric-truck-market-forecast-to-2025.html
http://www.wboc.com/story/41258844/electric-motorcycles-and-scooters-market-2019-global-trends-market-share-industry-size-growth-sales-opportunities-and-market-forecast-to-2025
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/electric-motorcycle-market-2019---report-includes-industrial-potential-growth-with-market-share-analysis-and-also-include-key-players-2024-industry-challenges-key-vendors-drivers-trends-2019-03-18
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-15/in-shift-to-electric-bus-it-s-china-ahead-of-u-s-421-000-to-300
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-01/electric-buses-will-take-over-half-the-world-by-2025
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-15/in-shift-to-electric-bus-it-s-china-ahead-of-u-s-421-000-to-300
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-15/in-shift-to-electric-bus-it-s-china-ahead-of-u-s-421-000-to-300
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-15/in-shift-to-electric-bus-it-s-china-ahead-of-u-s-421-000-to-300
https://www.tesla.com/blog/introducing-megapack-utility-scale-energy-storage
https://www.tesla.com/blog/introducing-megapack-utility-scale-energy-storage
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/sep/27/south-australias-tesla-battery-on-track-to-make-back-a-third-of-cost-in-a-year
https://www.ge.com/power/transform/article.transform.articles.2018.oct.storage-threat-to-peaker-plants
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/ihs-markit-global-grid-connected-storage-deployment-could-reach-43-gw-in/554837/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/ihs-markit-global-grid-connected-storage-deployment-could-reach-43-gw-in/554837/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/ihs-markit-global-grid-connected-storage-deployment-could-reach-43-gw-in/554837/
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/global-energy-storage-to-hit-158-gigawatt-hours-by-2024-with-u-s-and-china
https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/metals/042219-sqm-expects-lithium-demand-to-grow-20-this-year-prices-to-fall
https://www.statista.com/statistics/309584/battery-capacity-estimates-for-electric-vehicles-worldwide/
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4295071-tesla-semi-and-roadster-are-worth-billions?source=all_articles_title
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4295071-tesla-semi-and-roadster-are-worth-billions?source=all_articles_title
https://www.cycleworld.com/2014/07/23/electric-motorcycle-reality-check-kevin-cameron-analyzes-battery-cost-capacity-and-charging-times/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/312952414_Battery_capacity_and_recharging_needs_for_electric_buses_in_city_transit_service
https://www.teslarati.com/how-much-tesla-semi-truck-battery-pack-weigh/
https://batteryuniversity.com/learn/archive/understanding_lithium_ion
http://publications.lib.chalmers.se/records/fulltext/230991/local_230991.pdf
https://www.inchcalculator.com/kwh-to-kw-calculator/
https://ww.electrek.co/2016/11/14/tesla-powerpack-2-price/#jp-carousel-31168
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2020/1/1/saupload_Da715qYYJnxYH-1IXTH3mXNET00MYnzvSwZvUP4o8pRoPCDOZwOyO9JL5HqMvZmayJW11RRpUb9h1Io13D9NaiAi8Sq6ySPFtLBT_G3V6lNTCrDmXAi9zUa106j0efpO08qeKkwi.jpeg
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2025 Energy Requirements and Resulting Lithium Demand 

 

Growing Supply 
 
 

There is no question that the market for lithium is growing. However, the concern by market analysts lies with the potential 
for a dramatic oversupply as producers all flood in to capitalize on this new-found demand. From this, there is expected to 
be significant growth into 2025, with estimates topping the lithium supply at 1.5 million metric tonnes. Based off of my prior 
estimates, this would be insufficient to fulfill the demand for lithium that will hit the market in 2025. However, with hard-
rock mines able to reach production in, best-case, three years, it is possible that this supply grows again to try and meet the 
incoming lithium demand. Don't fret, another dramatic oversupply in the near future is quite unlikely due to the financial 
inability for many producers to increase their production anytime soon. Additionally, with companies like Nemaska Lithium 
(OTCQX:NMKEF) being hit especially hard, it seems that producers have learned their lesson and won't repeat the mistakes 
of their past. 

An image of lithium salt via Bloomberg 
 
Even with supply forecasts growing, this doesn't actually equate to more lithium entering the market. The material must be 
tested and approved before being implemented in the supply chain which, according to Benchmark Minerals, can take up to 
13 months. This often overlooked step is a key factor in limiting the immediate growth of the lithium market and allowing 
demand to grow past supply. A limiter like this is important for the market to act as a sort of buffer when lithium supply may 
grow too fast. What this means here, though, is that the one and a half million tonnes of new lithium to be produced in 2025 
may not even see any use during that year, causing an even greater divide between lithium's demand and its supply. 

https://www.spglobal.com/en/research-insights/articles/lithium-supply-is-set-to-triple-by-2025-will-it-be-enough
https://www.spglobal.com/en/research-insights/articles/lithium-supply-is-set-to-triple-by-2025-will-it-be-enough
https://www.spglobal.com/en/research-insights/articles/lithium-supply-is-set-to-triple-by-2025-will-it-be-enough
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/NMKEF
https://www.ft.com/content/bd8b91ba-259f-11ea-9305-4234e74b0ef3
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-12-03/bolivia-s-almost-impossible-lithium-dream
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2020/1/1/saupload_DYZjRTlnST0UNVpCErjjrtngQgwUrddFDN2QGFimZjnT3YhUSK-JoMYl39EC2nNRqN8cMqTUxQhFecFUlBb1010Mvei1qACET6rJo9AkPPWatHak_MX8ce6fWuH02KCEtrKmIQ7L.png
https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2020/1/1/saupload__KY7VCUS4c54UMmoiQT-lDwyn-KWrRSy3L2G_vAe-BZm0_soVzQeU0SkEFBeUdlBOQ_hL0F2AoSgC-ij-RiLXlRQtQ04tGJ4kKuDvhKDHeuEf7B3NFYjhL3OT-9Krtadsy3JsKYR.png
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Carbonate v. Hydroxide 
 

When discussing lithium, there are two different types that are being referred to - lithium carbonate and lithium hydroxide. 
The metals, while similar, have some key differences in their chemical structure that lends them well for different uses. 
For lithium hydroxide, the chemical makeup lends it to be more compatible with highly energy dense, nickel-rich, batteries 
than lithium carbonate. This is what is driving many electric automakers to explore its uses for their own EVs because higher 
energy density means greater ranges, one of the most important factors when customers are considering an EV. 
Unfortunately, these batteries haven't yet been perfected. Hydroxide is more expensive than carbonate to obtain, but that 
isn't the worst of concerns for the metal. NMC 811 cathodes, which is the energy-dense cathode that requires lithium 
hydroxide, are quite unstable. The article that I cited seems to be a bit overly-bullish on the implementation of NMC 811 
cathodes, which still haven't seen close to mass adoption. There will likely need to be years of further development before 
they can successfully be implemented in EVs. Beyond safety and cost concerns though, China's aggressive incentives for the 
advancement of energy-dense cathodes have been removed. This decreases the motivation to further this technology and 
the cost-effectiveness of using the, currently, more expensive battery. 
 
Even as hydroxide will likely become a more viable alternative in the future, this doesn't mean the carbonate is doomed. The 
other most important factor when customers are considering an EV is cost. With the rise in demand for lithium hydroxide, 
when it becomes a viable alternative, will come a rise in price for the precious metal. While this likely won't completely 
prevent it from being used in EVs, it could prevent its usage in battery storage systems. Since weight and size don't really 
matter for these systems, especially because carbonate batteries are still relatively close in energy density, the cost becomes 
the most important factor which would in turn would make lithium carbonate the most reasonable metal for battery storage 
systems. Many industry experts, while expecting lithium carbonate to be surpassed by hydroxide in demand in 2025 or later, 
expect that demand for carbonate will still continue to grow at a CAGR of around 11%. This provides ample demand for 
carbonate even as hydroxide rises in popularity when its volatility is solved. 
 
Another important piece of the puzzle is how to obtain each metal. Previously, lithium hydroxide was produced by treating 
lithium carbonate that had been produced from brine mines, a costly process. However, spodumene, a hard rock mine that 
allows companies to mine hydroxide directly, has allowed producers to bypass this process and bring down the cost of 
obtaining hydroxide so much so that hydroxide is now cheaper to get than carbonate when using spodumene. But there are 
some complications with this process. 
 
As Benchmark Minerals explained, 
"Offtake arrangements have often been structured to allow for a return for spodumene producers, which in many cases are 
still operating at above their target cost levels. As a result, you are left with the cost of feedstock material proving prohibitive 
to China's chemical converters taking hydroxide production costs below brine alternatives, even when bypassing the 
carbonate production route." 
 
Essentially, the process that was meant to reduce the price of harvesting lithium hydroxide is now more expensive than the 
old method due to various agreements that were made to finance the mines. Beyond the demand hike that hydroxide should 
see, the actual costs associated with obtaining hydroxide remain higher than carbonate which should further their price 
difference. 
 

Cost Projections 
 

Now, it's time to put all of this information together. The most important part of this article, while it's good to hear that, long 
term, demand shouldn't actually be outpaced by supply, is what this will do to the cost of lithium, both carbonate and 
hydroxide. Joe Lowry runs a podcast, Global Lithium Q&A, where he holds discussions with different lithium experts. On last 
year's final episode, Lowry, by himself, discusses his own expectations for the market. A minute and twelve seconds in, Lowry 
says, "I still believe that the long-term new normal for battery-quality lithium carbonate is in the, uhh, twelve, twelve plus 
range." He later goes on to say that he thinks carbonate will remain between $12,000 to $14,000, long term, referring to the 
price by the tonne, the standard unit of measurement for lithium. In terms of when this will happen, Lowry holds a similar 
outlook as Benchmark Minerals. On a different podcast with many of Benchmark's top analysts, the analysts, at roughly forty 
five and a half minutes in, state that they see the price begin to turn in the second half of 2020. Lowry, on his own, reiterated 
this outlook, two minutes and twenty seconds in, saying that carbonate should be at least $12,000 per tonne by 2021's open, 
growing in a "hockey stick" pattern. 
 

https://www.argusmedia.com/en/news/1836977-lithium-hydroxide-demand-to-overtake-carbonate-aabc
https://www.thedrive.com/news/26637/americans-cite-range-anxiety-cost-as-largest-barriers-for-new-ev-purchases-study
https://www.metalbulletin.com/lithium-prices-update
https://researchinterfaces.com/know-next-generation-nmc-811-cathode/
https://investingnews.com/daily/resource-investing/battery-metals-investing/lithium-investing/will-lithium-hydroxide-overtake-lithium-carbonate/
https://www.thedrive.com/news/26637/americans-cite-range-anxiety-cost-as-largest-barriers-for-new-ev-purchases-study
http://www.kake.com/story/41481638/lithium-carbonate-market-in-diversified-chemicalschemicals-sector-expected-to-grow-at-a-cagr-of-1076-for-the-period-2020-2023
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/14JSXiGpbQu6sdm9Lvzab9?si=0TsMPb7fT0SjbT9eYjpIDg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/14JSXiGpbQu6sdm9Lvzab9?si=0TsMPb7fT0SjbT9eYjpIDg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/36egz4AkNlCV0U8mfSfmz0?si=U6XBjAKWQ_m8Qy2T-tJT2Q
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This isn't the first time I've referenced Benchmark Minerals, and for good reason, but using their guidance, along with 
Lowry's, for such an important piece of this article requires further justification. The company recently briefed the White 
House on the battery supply chain, trusted by the United States' highest level of government as a knowledgeable guide for 
their evolving policy on the battery metals supply chain. Benchmark has established this prestige through their years of 
analysis as the top price reporting and projection agency in the world.  
 
Joe Lowry isn't just some chump either. Lowry has served as the president of Asia Lithium, the Global Sales and Business 
Development Director of FMC, and many other jobs in the lithium supply chain, according to his LinkedIn page. Since 1989, 
he has been involved with the lithium supply chain directly and has a greater understanding of it as a result, leading to the 
success of his Global Lithium Podcast and his high reputation in the industry. The projections by Lowry and Benchmark take 
all of the evidence supporting the industry's growth that I've provided and allow me to use their expertise to finalize this 
report with lithium carbonate and hydroxide price forecasts. 
 
For my long-term price projections, I will start first with lithium carbonate. Similar to Lowry and Benchmark Minerals, I also 
see the market reversing positively in the second half of 2020, as demand edges over supply. This inverse should lead to 
quite a steep climb for the price too. As Simon Moores, the Managing Director of Benchmark Minerals Intelligence, said on 
lithium prices (at 45:35) "I think when it turns, it turns very quickly." This means that, while lithium carbonate's bottom is 
near, it shouldn't be there too long. Lithium carbonate currently sells for $8,750 per tonne. By the end of this year though, it 
should be selling for $12,000 per tonne - 37% growth. However, once this price is reached, growth should slow, at a CAGR of 
around 2%, reaching $13,000 by 2025. This price was determined using the consistent growth of lithium demand, outpacing 
that of its supply (especially for carbonate), with pointers from Lowry and Benchmark in mind. Additionally, lithium's price 
has followed similar trends in the past, growing in line with which the demand exceeds supply. Similar to Lowry, I also see 
lithium carbonate having a ceiling of $14,000 per tonne as supply shouldn't be lagging as far behind demand as it was in 
2018. 
 
Hydroxide has a bit of a different path ahead of it. To find the price of hydroxide, I'll use carbonate as a base and discuss 
hydroxide's price relative to carbonate. As a substance that is cheaper to mine, but in higher demand, finding which factor 
weighs more on its price depends on when it's being bought. As time goes on, I anticipate that demand will have an 
increasingly large impact on hydroxide as the current oversupply starts to become an undersupply. However, this may take 
a bit longer than carbonate to kick in. The reason I believe this to be the case is the dramatic rise of spodumene mines 
recently and lack of NMC 811 cathode adoption that may contribute to a prolonged oversupply. Because of this, hydroxide 
should stay at around $12,000 per tonne by the end of 2020, up from $10,750 per tonne now, right around carbonate, but 
see a rise to around $16,500 per tonne by the end of 2025. This would be a 27.03% premium over carbonate's price, 
compared to 22.86% now, which is due to a rise in demand and relative fall in supply. 
 

Market Mispricing 
 

As producers realized the incredible growth that lithium was about to have, they all flooded in to try and meet that demand 
and capitalize off of it. This caused our lithium crash. However, something interesting happened. Now, producers aren't 
investing in much production down the line because they haven't been making nearly as large of a return on their investment 
as they were initially supposed to, resulting in a bit of a "paradox." An article by Benchmark Minerals, Lithium's Price Paradox, 
introduced this concept to me, and I found it to be an incredibly important piece of lithium's value assessment, detailing why 
it is mispriced. For those interested in a more technical and in-depth analysis on this specific topic, I'd recommend reading 
their article, but I will recount the piece's most pertinent arguments and provide my own analysis to compliment the piece 
here. 
 
This idea of a lithium price paradox is the most apt way I have found to describe the mispricing of lithium. The first component 
to consider is the slowing growth of supply. As lithium becomes less valuable, there is less motivation and funding to create 
more supply and, therefore, many expansions have been put on hold, or canceled. Because of this, 2020 will have less than 
40% of the initially projected lithium supply as it was supposed to. Additionally, of the new lithium supply coming online, 75% 
is lithium hydroxide, which, due to what I've already discussed, demonstrates a strong demand for carbonate in the near 
future. Essentially, there has been a strong turn in sentiment, resulting in a delay in production without much chance of 
supply meeting the demand in the near future. Supply growth has been hyped up far past its reality, and most investors seem 
to continue to buy into this hype even as lithium supply begins to level with the demand. As demand will surpass demand 
again, this market mispricing will be realized, and lithium will again be valued as it should. 

  

https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/benchmark-mineral-intelligence-briefs-the-white-house-on-creating-a-powerhouse-us-electric-vehicle-industry/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/benchmark-mineral-intelligence-briefs-the-white-house-on-creating-a-powerhouse-us-electric-vehicle-industry/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/ey-awards-highest-iosco-assurance-for-benchmark-minerals-lithium-prices/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/forecasts/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jplowry
http://lithiumpodcast.com/
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/watch-benchmark-minerals-simon-moores-speak-at-the-royal-institution/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/36egz4AkNlCV0U8mfSfmz0?context=spotify%3Acollection%3Apodcasts%3Adownloads&si=d7cBojBsR3KaZQ7G1DNv5w
https://www.metalbulletin.com/lithium-prices-update
https://www.metalbulletin.com/lithium-prices-update
https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
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Investment Strategy 
 

The surge seen in 2018 led to a market correction, once more mines came online, and investors that had entered the market 
hopeful of an EV revolution to bolster their lithium investments fled fearing that a dramatic oversupply would wipe their 
earnings. Now, even as lithium prices are still 50% greater than they were at the end of 2015, many lithium producers, like 
Albemarle Corporation (ALB), are up just under 20% since the end of 2015. It's also not like the company hasn't seen growth 
in that time, bringing new mines into production and improving their financial health as well. So, why is the growth so low? 
Well, there really is no good reason. The sentiment in the lithium sector is just so low that these companies have been subject 
to such dramatic hits. With lithium set to boom and the market sentiment bound to flip as a result, I would recommend 
taking a long position in a couple of companies that I will discuss below. 
 
The best way to take advantage of this market surge depends on the type of investor you are. Personally, I would choose to 
take advantage of this through investment in junior mining companies, but those who wish for a less-risky investment should 
choose more established players like Albemarle, Sociedad Química y Minera (NYSE:SQM), or Ganfeng (SHE:002460) (standard 
risks associated with trading on foreign markets apply). Another approach would be to invest in lithium directly through the 
Global X Lithium ETF (NYSEARCA:LIT), which would provide less exposure to politics and business operations as there are 
with lithium mining companies. The ETF takes a mix of both hydroxide and carbonate, so keep that in mind if you do choose 
to go long with this particular investment strategy. This would also probably be your safest bet and would likely perform 
similarly to more established miners, but without business operations to worry about. Additionally, the ETF should be more 
resistant to any possible downturns in the stock market within these five years, making it a safer bet for a longer play. 
 
Based off of the above growth projections of lithium for 2020, the Global X Lithium ETF should grow by around 34.27% this 
year and a total of around 50.98% by 2025 from the time this article has been published (author's calculations with weighted 
averages of the growth of hydroxide and carbonate using recent production totals). The earlier growth will be propelled by 
carbonate, while hydroxide's growth will be responsible for the later growth. So, if you're not looking for too much risk and 
are willing to play a long game, I would recommend investing in the ETF as opposed to these more established miners, though 
portfolio diversity doesn't hurt. 
 
My top pick for junior minors is Lithium Americas (NYSE:LAC). One of my previous articles details the strong growth potential 
of the company, focusing on one of its two projects under development, and I continue to believe that the company has 
tremendous growth in its future. A quick demonstration of Lithium Americas' potential value is that Ganfeng recently gave 
Lithium Americas $160 million in order to increase their stake in Cauchari-Olaroz, Lithium Americas' smaller project under 
development, by 12.5%. This would give that single project a total value of $1.28 billion, but keep in mind that it is the lesser 
of the two projects. If we apply this same value to Thacker Pass, using the significantly higher production, slightly higher 
margins, and later production date, the project has a value of $1.984 billion, of which Lithium Americas owns 100% of. Due 
to their 50% stake of Cauchari-Olaroz, this mine is worth just $640 million to them, but the two together are worth $2.624 
billion. This basic valuation is just the current value of the mines and as neither mine has begun production, their future value 
should become much higher with growth in revenue and reduction of company debt. Nonetheless, Lithium Americas' current 
market capitalization is just under $289 million, an 89% discount to this basic valuation. This demonstrates quite a 
discrepancy between what insiders value the company at and how it is currently being valued. This potential for growth, 
coming from the value of lithium and the company itself, is what makes this company my favorite lithium bet, but the risk 
that comes with it, especially its debt load, is noticeably higher than the ETF or more established players. 

https://www.benchmarkminerals.com/lithiums-price-paradox/
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/ALB
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/SQM
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/LIT
https://www.nexant.com/resources/look-substantial-investment-new-lithium-hydroxide-capacity
https://www.metalbulletin.com/Article/3868440/Global-lithium-supply-developing-at-accelerating-pace-on-growing-demand.html
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/LAC
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4218223-lithium-americas-unknown-lithium-leader?source=_title
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4218223-lithium-americas-unknown-lithium-leader?source=_title
https://www.lithiumamericas.com/thacker-pass/#project-summary
https://www.lithiumamericas.com/_resources/pdf/investors/financials/2019/LACQ3FSMDAcombinedFINAL.pdf

